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Projects are a major component of virtually all undergraduate and postgraduate computing and information science courses within universities. They require students to draw on a number of separate but highly important skills; surveying literature, report writing, developing and documenting software, presentational skills, time management,  project management skills and so on. For students to excel in all of these areas is a majoraccomplishment, yet it is something that academic institutions have come to expect as part of the independent learning process.

While there are books available that cover some of these topics in great detail, there are none that draw all these skills together and which are aimed specifically at students on computing and information systems courses of one kind or another. This text fills this gap and provides a foundation in the skills both undergraduate and postgraduate students require to complete their projects successfully.
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Corona SDK Mobile Game Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is designed to introduce you to the basic standards of using the Corona SDK across

	iOS and Android platforms. You will enhance your learning experience by building three

	unique games in easy-to-follow steps. Apart from developing games, you will also dive into

	learning about social network integration, In-App Purchasing,...
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Teamwork in Multi-Agent Systems: A Formal Approach (Wiley Series in Agent Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	What makes teamwork tick?


	Cooperation matters, in daily life and in complex applications. After all, many tasks need more than a single agent to be effectively performed. Therefore, teamwork rules!


	Teams are social groups of agents dedicated to the fulfilment of particular persistent tasks. In modern multiagent...
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Accounting Best Practices (Wiley Best Practices)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The accounting department is a cost center. It does not directly generate revenues, but, rather, provides a fi xed set of services to the rest of the company, and is asked to do so at the lowest possible cost. Consequently, the accounting staff is called on to process transactions, write reports, create new processes, or investigate old...
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TCP/IP Unleashed (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
TCP/IP Unleashed, Third Edition, explains the features and complexities of the TCP/IP protocol suite in a comprehensive, logical format. The book is designed for easy reference and incorporates step-by-step guidelines and configuration examples to enhance the reader's learning experience. Our expert authors walk through the fundamentals of...
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Getting Started with Flex 4Adobe Developer Library, 2010

	
		
			Discover what's possible with the latest version of Flash Builder and Flex. This hands-on guide helps you dive into the Adobe Flash Platform: through a series of quick step-by-step tutorials, you'll learn the process of building, debugging, and deploying a complete Rich Internet Application with Flex 4. Each...
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Integration as Solution for Advanced Smart Urban Transport Systems: 15th Scientific and Technical Conference “Transport Systems. Theory & Practice ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing (844))Springer, 2018

	
		Methods of advanced data collecting and their analysis, models which help with decision problems as well as technical solutions which improve the integrity of contemporary transport systems at urban area are only some of many problems connected with integration in passenger and freight transport which have been discussed in this...
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